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Adam Camerarius: Portrait of the Gerlacius children

Artist Adam Camerarius  (fl. between circa 1644 and circa
1659) 

Title Dutch:
De kinderen van burgemeester Tjaerd Gerlacius en Beerta
Alting, 
Portrait of the Gerlacius children

Object type painting

Genre portrait

Date 1665 

Medium oil on panel

Dimensions height: 152 cm (59.8 in) ; width: 143 cm (56.2 in) 

Collection Groninger Museum

Accession
number

0000.1064 (Groninger Museum)

References
https://grm-collections.adlibhosting.com/ais6/Details/
museum//833 (https://grm-collections.adlibhosting.co
m/ais6/Details/museum//833)

RKDimages ID: 123836 (https://rkd.nl/en/explore/imag
es/123836)

RKDimages ID: 50999 (https://rkd.nl/en/explore/image
s/50999)

Source Groninger Museum (https://collectie.groningermuseum.nl/
Details/collect/833)

This is a faithful photographic reproduction of a two-dimensional, public domain work of art. The work of
art itself is in the public domain for the following reason:

The author died in 1666, so this work is in the public domain in its country of origin and
other countries and areas where the copyright term is the author's life plus 100 years or
fewer.

This work is in the public domain  in  the United States because it  was published  (or
registered with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1929.

This file has been identified as being free of known restrictions under copyright law, including all related and neighboring rights. (https://creativecommons.org/publicdo

main/mark/1.0/deed.en)

The official position taken by the Wikimedia Foundation is that "faithful reproductions of two-dimensional
public domain works of art are public domain".

This photographic reproduction is therefore also considered to be in the public domain in the
United States. In other jurisdictions, re-use of this content may be restricted; see Reuse of PD-Art

photographs for details.
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